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109836 – Intern Customer Component Quality
Multimedia technical information summary

Company general information:

TOYOTA is one of the world’s largest automobile manufacturers and a leading global
corporation.  Founded  in  1937,  Toyota  now  sells  vehicles  in  170  countries  and
employs over 300.000 people.

Based  in  Brussels  (Belgium),  and  staffed  by  2.700  people  and  more  than  60
nationalities, Toyota Motor Europe (TME) handles the wholesale marketing of Toyota
and Lexus vehicles,  parts & accessories,  and manages Toyota’s  European R&D,
manufacturing and engineering operations. 

For Toyota, Quality is a way of life.  Nothing is so good that it cannot be made better,
that is why we strive for continuous improvement in everything we do. This basic
principle  for  us is  called:  “KAIZEN”  and is  what  guides us in  our  pursuit  of  best
Quality and the delivery of unparalleled customer’s satisfaction.

Team/division description

Customer  Quality  represents  the customer  voice  in  the  Toyota  organization.  We
strive to maximize European customer satisfaction, through reacting quickly to any
vehicle or component performance or quality concerns.  We do this through close
cooperation  with  the  National  Marketing  and  Sales  Companies  in  the  European
market.

Your project

This internship project will be mainly focused on:
1. Supporting effective repair of Multimedia & Navigation systems by the dealers

through:
 Reviewing  the  available  technical  information  relating  to  Multimedia  and

Navigation systems concerns (software & hardware) previously solved by our
engineers.

 Summarizing the repair information in a comprehensive and simple way so
that it can be easily applied by repair technicians. 

 Developing a troubleshooting guide (e.g. decision tree) to support our repair
network  to  quickly  and  easily  identify  the  most  appropriate  repair  method
depending  on  the  concern  type  and  product  type  (software/hardware
generation). 

2. Visualizing map content changes for each release towards customers through
analysing current status, studying and proposing the most appropriate tool.
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The expected outcome are user friendly guides that could be easily expanded to the
upcoming concerns and product generations to further improve our operations.

Your assets

 We expect a student in final year of master level in Engineering preferably
with some orientation towards Electronics and Software.

 You need to be well structured and organised to effectively develop a clear
diagnostic logic. 

 Computer literacy is a must, particularly Excel & Power Point
 You enjoy analytical & research tasks to find the facts
 Strong communication, negotiation and presentation skills 
 Fluent in English, any other language will be considered as an asset

You have a Toyota DNA, this means you:  

* wish to develop and are ready to persevere in order to reach challenging
targets

* seek facts before making recommendations or decisions
* have strong planning and organizing skills with a hands on mentality.
* are a flexible team player with a natural positive attitude and the desire to

work respectfully with people in a multicultural environment 
* have a customer first mind-set. 

Place of employment: Toyota Motor Europe Head Office, Evere, Belgium.
Starting date:  to be agreed with the student, university and Toyota Motor Europe
Duration: 6 months min, ideally 1 year
Confidentiality: Due to business requirement, not all performed projects can be
reflected  in  the  internship  report.  This  issue  needs  to  be  discussed  with
candidate/school in advance. 
 
It is mandatory that applicants are students for the entire period of the internship.
Interested in this internship, please apply via:

http://www24.i-grasp.com/fe/tpl_toyota01.asp?newms=ap&id=68787&aid=16263 

http://www24.i-grasp.com/fe/tpl_toyota01.asp?newms=ap&id=68787&aid=16263

